
 
 

Comments on the QPRC Draft Operational Plan 2021-22 

The Braidwood Community Association (BCA) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the 

Queanbeyan-Palerang Regional Council (QPRC) Draft Operational Plan for 2021-22 (Draft 

Plan).  

The comments given are also informed by the recent Braidwood Community meeting held on 

11 May and the supporting documentation which provided some further clarity on the Draft 

Plan. 

Priorities of the BCA 

The BCA in its ‘Pre QPRC Draft Operational Plan 2021-22 Submission’ gave the results of its 

survey of residents of the 2622 postcode between 4th- 26th March 2021.  Some 314 responses 

were received and based on this survey and the views expressed by the community, the BCA’s 

priorities for the Draft Plan are as follows: 

− The BCA expects that all incomplete capital projects from the 2020-21 Operational Plan 

will be rolled over into the 2021-22 Operational Plan. 

− The BCA urges QPRC to ensure there are sufficient resources to complete existing projects 

in a timely basis. 

− The BCA requests that high priority be afforded to drought-proofing Braidwood's Water 

Supply with this being added to the 2021-22 Operational Plan, and for the resources to be 

found to ensure that the situation in 2019-20 is never repeated. 

− The BCA would expect additional paths in Braidwood to be included in the 2021-22 

Operational Plan and would like to see at least two new paths be constructed during 2021-

22. 

− The BCA fully supports the Braidwood Swimming Club’s efforts to work with QPRC to 

secure a grant for a new 25m swimming pool and would expect to see this project formally 

added to the 2021-22 Operational Plan. 

− Whatever the outcome of the BCA’s BLERF grant application for funding for a Skate Park, 

the BCA expects that the Skate Park will be included in the 2021-22 Operational Plan. 

These priorities remain and so the BCA is pleased to see one of these projects − additional 

paths to be funded by developer contributions  are included in the draft plan, but is disappointed 

that the other three more significant projects are excluded.  

General comments on the Operational Plan 

The BCA observes that the annual Operational Plan is one of the QPRC’s key documents in 

guiding its work program for the year and hence it is crucial that the plan is comprehensive, 

covering all the projects and reflecting the desires of the respective local communities 

throughout its jurisdiction. 

The BCA notes that the total rates income will be increased by the rate peg of 2% and that 

external cost increases have outstripped general revenues leading to a deficit.  It also notes that 

Council will consider a number of budget adjustments to move the result close to that forecast 

in the Long-Term Financial Plan.  The BCA makes comments on some of the proposed savings 

below.  

It also notes the rates harmonisation structure adopted will lead to lower general rates for 

Braidwood and surrounding district compared to rates in the former QCC area, in 2021-22, but 

this reflects the lower level of services provided to the district.  On the other hand, these will 

be more than offset by proposed substantial increases in water and sewerage charges and the 

introduction of a Stormwater Levy.  They are also offset by substantial differences in Waste 
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Management charges between the two areas, leading to a disparity (in favour of the Queanbyan 

area) of $952 in total charges for Water, Sewer, Waste and Stormwater charges. (see p26 of the 

Draft Revenue Policy for a comparison).  

The BCA is mindful that we are living through an exceptional period of the aftermath of fires 

and floods and living with COVID-19.  It is grateful for the support provided by the disaster 

recovery team and others and appreciates the success QPRC has had in getting funding to date 

from the various disaster recovery grant schemes and other funds.  It encourages QPRC to 

continue to take full advantage of every available grant scheme to the benefit of ratepayers. 

Omission of projects from the Capital Works Program for 2021-22 

The Capital Works Program for 2021-22 represents the crux of the Operational Plan.  There 

are a number of items in the 2020-21 Operational Plan which the BCA understands will not be 

completed in this year, but are not in the Draft Plan.  There are also further projects listed in 

the project updates presented to the May Braidwood Community meeting and others given in 

a project listing provided in January but excluded from the May listing. The BCA hopes that 

the exclusion of these projects is just an oversight and that the projects have not been abandoned 

or delayed until 2022-23.  These projects include: 

100557 BWD - Braidwood Recreation Ground Construction   
100862 BWD - Car park Wallace St     
100879 BWD - Office smart hub/cultural space   
102065 BWD - Nerriga Rd Section 4 - Reconstruct widen & seal - Durran Durra PJ  

102066 BWD - Nerriga Rd Section 5 - Reconstruct widen & seal - Euradux Rd to Tates Ln  

102067 
NRG - Nerriga Rd Section 5-Reconstruct widen & seal - Oallen Rd to Willow 

Forest Rd 

102088 BWD - Nerriga Rd Section 18 – Construct Intersection with MR51  

104161 BWD - Mayfield Road – Reedy Creek Bridge Replacement  

104299 BWD - Depot - Security gates and repair to workshop  

104369 BWD - Recreation Ground - extend stormwater pipe to enable skatepark 

104370 BWD - Lascelles St Upgrade    

 BWD - Skate Park 

  

The BCA appreciates that some of these projects are still subject to grant funding applications, 

while others have been funded and delayed (eg Lascelles St); some have recently received  

funding while others have an application submitted and may prove successful (eg Skate Park 

and a number of road projects).  The projects listed all form part of the current supply chain of 

projects and so BCA would like to see the projects above either added to the Draft Plan or a 

full explanation given why these active projects are being excluded. 

The BCA is also concerned that if so many projects are being excluded from the Draft Plan for 

just Braidwood and district, there will be many more excluded for QPRC as a whole.  If so, 

this puts in doubt the veracity of the Draft Plan and its appropriateness as a key planning tool 

for managing QPRC’s finances.  

Linked to this, the BCA assumes that QPRC has a database of all its capital projects which 

among other information gives the cost, project stage status, community engagement status, 

expected completion date and funding source. As a step towards greater transparency and 

accountability, the BCA suggests that all projects on QPRC’s database be made public on an 

ongoing basis via the QPRC website and refreshed daily.  This should not be a difficult or long 

task for any good webmaster, as long as the QPRC project database is properly maintained.  
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Clarification of data given in the Draft plan 

When you start looking at the actual figures, there seems to be a new way of presenting the 

source of funding in the Capital Works Program and some entries do not make a lot of sense.  

Some examples include: 

Braidwood Swimming Pool upgrade.  This was promised a grant of $1m and that was in the 

2020-21 plan, but in the draft plan the expenditure is only $624,000.  It was explained in the 

Community meeting that this  difference is due to what will be expended in 2021-22.  The BCA 

would like to know whether the $376,000 has already been expended or will be included in 

2022-23 Plan?  This item also annotated with “**” which means it is reliant on grant funding, 

when it has been clarified that a grant of $1m has been received from the NSW Government.  

This needs to be corrected.  

The BCA is disappointed that the window of opportunity for having the work done during the 

current winter closed season will be missed.  It is understood that this is due to delays in 

approving the Development Application by Heritage NSW (see below for comments on this 

item).   

Finally, it is understood that the DA being considered includes the new 25m pool while this is 

not included in the Draft Plan.  The BCA believes this item should be included in the Capital 

Works Program for 2020-21, albeit subject to grant funding. 

Local Roads Renewal (101002) totals $3.5m in the capital works program, but when you look 

at the detail in Appendix 2 you cannot make that amount (see below).  The BCA would like to 

have clarification of which programs in Appendix 2 form budget line 101002, particularly 

given this is identified for significant cuts.  

Summary of Appendix 2: Road Reseals, Rehabilitation and Resheeting 

Program 2020-21 2021-22 % change Funding Source 

   2021-22 on   

      2020-21   

Local roads reseal and rehabilitation program $1,867,149 $968,109 -48.2 Council rehabilitation 

Regional roads reseal program $927,913 $632,732 -31.8 Council rehabilitation 

Gravel resheeting program $728,000 $500,000 -31.3 Council resheeting 

Reshape pavement and seal program 
 

$129,634 
 

Council reshape 

Asphalt resurfacing 
 

$884,254 
 

Council resurfacing 

Roads to Recovery program $1,527,709 $1,527,709 0.0 Roads to Recovery 

Regional Roads Repair Program 
 

$762,000 
 

Regional Roads 

Repair 

Disaster Recovery Funding Arrangement 

resheeting (Feb + August 2020 floods) 

 
$7,531,397 

 
Disaster Recovery 

Funding Arrangement 

Total $5,050,770 $12,935,835 156.1  

Total excluding grant funding $3,523,061 $3,114,729 -11.6   
 

‘Finalising the construction of Bungendore sports hub’ is listed in the major projects 

identified in the Preface (p5) but we can see no item in the capital works program or costs 

elsewhere in the Draft Plan.  For transparency reasons, the BCA would like to see the budget 

for such major works included. 

Drought-proofing Braidwood's Water Supply 

The BCA is aware that Council staff are working on the issue of drought-proofing Braidwood's 

water supply and that it is not an easy issue to resolve.  But the silence on this issue in almost 
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all documentation such as this Draft Plan, the Integrated Water Cycle Management Strategy -

Palerang Communities, and the Palerang Community Development Servicing Plan for Water 

Supply is of concern and suggests that QPRC is not taking this crucial issue seriously.   

The BCA requests that high priority be afforded to drought-proofing Braidwood's Water 

Supply, with this added to the 2021-22 Operational Plan, and for the resources to be found to 

ensure that the situation in 2019-20 is never repeated. 

Projects being considered for deferral/deletion by Council 

The BCA does not envy the Councillors having to decide on the cuts which it appears need to 

be made.  Such an exercise is never an easy task.  The proposed areas for cuts or delays could 

be described as ‘low hanging fruit’ and do not seem to address any structural issues which 

Council may be facing.  

The BCA also hopes that Councillors have access to other sources of information on QPRC 

finances than just the Draft Plan, since as indicated above this document appears to be an 

incomplete representation of QPRC’s actual activities.  If so, this information should be made 

public for transparency reasons. 

The BCA considers that the possible deletion of the various donation programs, arts assistance 

schemes and community hall refurbs are mean and callous.  These schemes support struggling 

community activities and the funding can make a disproportionate difference to the community 

groups concerned, while the costs of these programs are relatively minor in the scale of the 

overall budget. 

One of the realities of rural areas compared to urban areas is that roads make up a larger 

proportion of Council expenditure and that roads are a prime issue of contention about Council 

services.  This was borne out by the BCA recent survey where repair and improvements to 

roads and associated works were by far the most common issue raised by residents, accounting 

for nearly 43% of all ideas proposed.   

The BCA notes that from the data given in Appendix 2 (see above) there would appear to 

already be cuts to Council funded road maintenance of over $400,000 or nearly 12% compared 

to 2020-21 Operational Plan.  To then propose to cut a further $700,000 or a total cut of 31.5% 

on 2020-21 from the Local Roads Renewal program would be draconian and will cause 

problems into the future as much needed maintenance builds up.  Certainly, this will be against 

the wishes of ratepayers.   

Reference to expanded works funded by disaster funding providing an opportunity for cuts is 

of concern as this about roads damaged by the fires and floods and not routine maintenance.  

An exception to this would be where new roads have been added to the local Roads Renewal 

program because other roads which were due routine maintenance have already been renewed 

by the disaster funding.  If this is the case, then this needs to be made transparent.  

The BCA hopes that Councillors will not just accept staff recommendations on cuts, but will 

be looking seriously at any underlying structural issues and looking to address these.  Further, 

QPRC is embarking on an unprecedented number of major projects and this must be putting 

strains on both QPRC’s finances and capacity to deliver.  Perhaps a more radical approach 

needs to be considered, with Councillors giving consideration to postponing one or more of the 

more controversial large projects by a year eg the uncosted construction of the Bungendore 

sports hub and the Bungendore Car Park.   
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Heritage NSW role in Development Applications and funding for heritage 

The BCA notes that Heritage NSW has become more engaged in planning decisions in the 

Braidwood heritage area recently, leading to delays in the implementation of projects, such as 

the upgrades to Braidwood swimming pool, Lascelles Street, Monkittee Bridge  and Kings 

Highway/Nerriga Rd intersection.  The BCA believes it is appropriate for Heritage NSW to 

have this role but this should be done in an efficient and timely basis.  In this respect, the BCA 

encourages QPRC to continue to engage with Heritage NSW to seek improvements to the 

approval system.   

Also, the BCA encourages QPRC to seek the introduction of proper grant funding from the 

NSW government to meet the additional costs of heritage requirements in Braidwood and not 

just designate Braidwood as a heritage town while not providing the means to maintain that 

status.  While the proposed Braidwood Heritage Centre will be an asset to the town’s tourism 

industry, the preservation of our real heritage in the Braidwood Heritage Precinct is more 

important as once lost, it cannot be replaced.  

Waste Management Charges 

Since amalgamation, Palerang residents have paid a General Waste Management Charge, while 

Queanbeyan area residents have not been charged this fee. 

The BCA notes that the draft Revenue Policy proposes a gradual introduction of the General 

Waste Management Charge for the former QCC area, and a gradual reduction in this charge 

for Palerang residents. This is a 4 year plan, so for 4 more years Palerang residents will continue 

to pay considerably more for this charge than Queanbeyan area residents  

The BCA is aware that the construction costs of the Braidwood Waste Transfer Station and the 

closure and rehabilitation of the Braidwood tip were passed on to QPRC at the time of merger.  

Since then Palerang residents have contributed to those costs via the General Waste Charge, 

which has not been paid by Queanbeyan area residents. The current proposal maintains this 

situation in a modified form for the next 4 years.   

If this difference is due to the costs incurred for construction and maintenance of the Braidwood 

Waste Transfer Station, this is not made clear.  For transparency reasons, the BCA would like 

an explanation of the reasons for the difference in charges between the Queanbeyan and 

Palerang area.  

The main difference in waste services between Queanbeyan and Palerang appears to be access 

to Waste Transfer Stations within the Palerang area, and Food and Organic waste collection 

via the green bins for some Palerang residents.  There is no Waste Transfer Station in 

Queanbeyan.  The reasons for this are not clear, but we assume it is a result of decisions made 

by previous councils.   

On the other hand, QCC residents have received a twice yearly bulky rubbish collection, which 

has not been available to Palerang residents. We note that this is proposed to be extended to 

Palerang residents in the Draft Waste Management Strategy and we welcome that change. 

The FOGO service available for Palerang residents receiving a green bin collection is 

accounted for in a higher Domestic Waste Charge for those residents, compared to the DWC 

paid by Queanbeyan area residents. This has been confirmed by QPRC staff.  The DWC for 

the 3 bin service in the Queanbeyan area in 2020-21 was $337, and for Palerang it was $395.   

The BCA notes that reductions to the Domestic Waste Collection charges are proposed and we 

welcome that change.  

For a time after the merger Braidwood residents had a free tip service, in an outdated facility 

which had long outlived its physical limits.  Since the tip closed we have received subsidised 

gate fees at the Braidwood WTS, but the draft Revenue Policy proposes to abolish this subsidy.  
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Residents in the Braidwood area have also been paying a landfill charge of $50.91 on top of 

other waste service charges. This is proposed to be removed in 2021-22 and we welcome that 

change.  

The BCA is informed that the General Waste Management Charge covers the following 

• Design and construction costs for new facilities 

• Wages of operational and management staff 

• Corporate overheads 

• Loan repayments 

• Insurance 

• Depreciation 

• Vehicle operational and maintenance costs 

• Waste Contracts 

• Rehabilitation of closed landfills 

• Maintenance of facilities 

• Waste disposal fees 

• Education activities 

The BCA believes that on the basis of ‘fee for service’ principles, this continuing significant 

difference in the General Waste Management charge is not justified.  ‘Fee for service’ 

principles are being used to justify the nearly 25% increase for 2021-22 in combined water 

charges proposed for Braidwood.  The BCA believes that the same principles should apply in 

setting waste management charges, as it is now 5 years since amalgamation.   

The BCA would like to see the harmonisation of the General Waste Management charge 

between Queanbeyan and Palerang proceed more quickly.  As noted previously, the proposed 

total costs for water, sewer, waste and stormwater charges are almost $1000 higher for 

Residential Braidwood and Bungendore areas, compared to Residential Queanbeyan.   

It is noted that p 26 of the Draft Revenue Policy 2021-22 shows a total for these charges for 

Residential Braidwood of $24366.  This is clearly an error, and we are not sure of the correct 

figure. We have assumed it to be $2391, the difference between the Total Rates figure and the 

General Rates figure.  

 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Submitted by Sue Murray 

BCA President 

On behalf of the Braidwood Community Association 

7 June 2021  


